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• Inner Unity of the Bible
• Overview of the biblical story

In the beginning was the Word
and the Word was with God
and the Word was God …
The Word was made flesh
and lived among us. (John 1:1, 14)

Small Library of Books
The word “bible” comes from the Greek word “ta
biblia” meaning “the books.” So while the Bible is, in
a real sense, only one book, it is, in another real sense,
a small library of 73 books written by different
authors, using very different writing styles, and
composed over a span of almost a thousand years in
three different languages: Hebrew, Aramaic and
Greek. The Old Testament contains books written
from the tenth century BC to the second century BC.
The twenty-seven books of the New Testament were
written between 40AD and 110AD. Despite the rich
diversity of the Bible, the 73 very different pieces of
literature are deeply connected by the story of God’s
love for Israel and the Church.

This sacred synod…exhorts all the Christian
faithful…to learn “the surpassing knowledge
of Jesus Christ” by frequently reading of the
divine scriptures. “Ignorance of Scripture is
ignorance of Christ.” (Dei Verbum 25)
Prior to the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965), the
Bible was often seen by Catholics as a Protestant
book. Catholics were not encouraged to read the Bible
lest they misinterpret it. The fear of misinterpretation
was a very real one when we consider the number of
times Christianity has been divided because of biblical
interpretation.
Since Vatican II, there has been an explosion of
interest in the Bible amongst Catholics. Today, many
Catholics read and pray the scriptures as a form of
spiritual nourishment. Most parishes have Bible study
groups.

The 46 books of the Old Testament tell us about God’s
relationship with Israel before the time of Christ. The
27 books of the New Testament describe the new
relationship that God began with all people through
Jesus when he lived on earth. It also describes the
establishment of the Church.

Despite the new-found interest in the Bible, many
Catholics still do not read scripture. Why? There are
many reasons. One of them is because the Bible is not
an easy book to understand. If one begins reading the
Old Testament, one will quickly encounter several
genealogical lists of unpronounceable names or whole
chapters about ritual regulations which can quickly
diminish one’s enthusiasm for Scripture reading. If
that is not enough, passages about God commanding
the Israelites to wipe out whole villages of people may
cause one to run elsewhere for spiritual inspiration.

Since the books of the Old Testament were written in
Hebrew, they are also called the Hebrew Scriptures.
The Old Testament is not “old” in the sense of outdated. God’s Word is never outdated. Rather, it is
“old” because it is the story of how God first made his
covenant with his Chosen People. The New Testament
does not cancel the message of the Old Testament, but
carries it forward.
Pause: When did you become first interested in reading or
studying the Bible?

The purpose of this series of articles is to offer the
reader a commentary or reading guide on each of the
46 books of the Old Testament. The commentaries
will state the purpose and meaning of each book and
comment on each chapter, especially the difficult and
important texts. This article summarizes a lot of
background information that one will find in
introductory books on the Bible. More specifically, in
this article, we will look at:

How the Bible Came To Be
The Bible, as we have it today, is the result of a fivestep process which we will now describe briefly.

Saving events. The Bible grew out of a series of
saving events during which God entered human
history. Some of these key events were: the call of
Abraham, Exodus, Sinai Covenant, entrance into the
Promised Land, establishment of a monarchy in Israel,
Babylonian Exile, return of the exiles, Rededication of
the Temple, coming of Jesus, his preaching and
miracles, his death, Resurrection and Ascension,

• How the Bible Came To Be
• Meaning of the Terms Revelation, Inspiration,
Inerrancy and Canon
• Why Catholic Bibles Have Seven Extra Books
• Catholic Approach to Biblical Interpretation
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coming of the Holy Spirit, and beginning of the
Church. All of these events happened within a
community. Gradually, they were seen as events in
which God revealed himself to his people and invited
them to enter into a covenant relationship with him.

revelation, inspiration, inerrancy and canon. These
four terms give the Bible its special authority. We will
now look at each of these terms as they apply to the
Bible.
Revelation. The term revelation refers to God’s desire
to reveal himself to us and invite us into friendship
with him. The Catechism of the Catholic Church (51)
states: It pleased God, in his goodness and wisdom, to
reveal himself and to make known the mystery of his
will. His will was that people should have access to
the Father, through Christ, the Word made flesh, in
the Holy Spirit, and thus become sharers in the divine
nature.

Oral tradition. The second stage in the formation of
the Bible is called oral tradition. Through it, the
memory and the meaning of the saving events were
transmitted from one generation to another. Storytelling, poems, songs and rituals were all part of oral
tradition.
We may wonder about the accuracy of oral tradition.
How do we know that the stories told and retold were
faithfully transmitted? Oral tradition is reliable because it is the product of the community. Thus, for
example, if a child in the early Christian community
prayed: “Our Father, who art in heaven, Harold be
they name,” such a mistake would not be passed on
because the community would correct it.

Divine inspiration. The word “inspiration” is a word
that we use rather loosely today. We speak of poetic
and artistic inspiration and inspired speeches and
sermons. What is meant by biblical inspiration? The
word “inspiration” comes from the Latin word
“inspirare” which means “to breathe upon” or “Godbreathed”. The Catechism of the Catholic Church
states that biblical inspiration is an action of God upon
human authors to write only what God wants written.
When St. Paul says that “all scripture is inspired by
God” (2 Tim 3:16) he means that these sacred writings
have been breathed into by God, in-spirited by God,
are the product of the breath or spirit of God.

Written tradition. Eventually, parts of the oral
tradition were written down in a variety of ways:
stories, sayings, poems, songs and narratives. But the
fact that some things started to be written down did
not mean that oral tradition ceased. It didn’t. Both
continued side by side.
Edited tradition. This stage involved gathering
together pieces of the oral and written tradition and
formulating them in such a way that they spoke to the
lives of the people who lived during the period when
the editing process occurred.

Inspiration does not mean “verbal dictation”, God
whispering into the ear of the human author telling
him what to write. The human authors were most
likely unaware that they were being inspired.
Sometime later the faith community came to recognize
certain writings as the inspired word of God.

Canonical tradition. This refers to the process by
which some sacred writings became a book of the
Bible, while some did not. More on this step later in
this article.

The human author wrote freely as any human author
would, in the style and idiom of his own time, using
literary forms and images that would be familiar to the
audience of that time. Yet all the while, the human
author was freely writing, he was writing only what
God wanted written. Being inspired did not remove
the author’s human limitations when he was writing.
As we read the books of the Bible, we will see that
some writers are more skilled than others. Neither did
inspiration remove inaccurate information that the
human author had regarding history or geography.

One other point to note is the fact that the Bible was
first divided into chapters in the early part of the
thirteenth century by Stephen Langton. Division into
verses was introduced by a printer, Robert Estienne, in
1551. So if we made a reference to “John 3:16” prior
to the twelfth century, people would not know what
we were talking about.
Pause: What strikes you or surprises you most about
the formation of the Bible?

In an effort to explain biblical inspiration, some
writers compare the divine word of God in the Bible
and incarnate Word of God that became flesh in Jesus.
In his book, Set My Exiles Free, Fr. John Power
writes: “At the incarnation Mary is over-shadowed by
the power of the Most High; in inspiration the writer is
overshadowed by the Spirit of God. Christ has divine

Revelation, Inspiration, Inerrancy and Canon
When we begin to study the Bible, four very important
words or terms that we will come across frequently are
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and human parentage – God and Mary; the Bible has
divine and human authors – God and inspired men.
God made use of Mary’s human nature to bring forth
the Word-made-flesh; similarly, God makes use of the
author’s human talents to create an inspired book. . . .”
No wonder that some of the early Christian writers
spoke of two incarnations of God’s Word, one in
human nature, the other in human language (P. 21).

How did church leadership decide which books to
admit into the New Testament canon? In general, we
can say that the decision was based on which books
best captured the vision and message of Christ, which
books best nurtured the faith of the people. More
specifically, a book was accepted into the canon of the
New Testament because of its apostolicity (the book
was written by an apostle or an early church figure),
orthodoxy (the book reflected the authentic beliefs of
early Christianity), continuity (the book had a link
with the beginnings of Christianity).

Inerrancy. Biblical inerrancy means that the Bible is a
trustworthy guide on the road to salvation. The
Vatican II document on Divine Revelation (11) states
that the books of the Bible teach “firmly, faithfully
and without error the truth recorded in the sacred
writings for the sake of our salvation.” So Catholic
belief about biblical inspiration and inerrancy does not
mean that the human authors are going to be accurate
when it comes to all historical and geographical facts,
but it does mean that the essentials of the faith,
whether in the Jewish or Christian tradition, are kept
intact with divine assurance. When reading the Bible,
we must keep in mind that the authors were not
teaching history, but religious truth.

Why Catholic bibles have seven extra books
The Hebrew Bible written by Jewish authors/editors
contains thirty-nine books. When this Bible was
translated into Greek for Greek-speaking Jews who
lived outside of Judah in the third and second century
B.C., seven other books were added, resulting in fortysix books in the Old Testament. The Greek translation
of the Hebrews became known as the Septuagint
because it was believed to have been written by
seventy writers.
The seven additional books are Judith, Tobit, Baruch,
Wisdom, Sirach and 1 & 2 Maccabees―often called
the deuterocanonical (second canon) books because
there was a certain reluctance by the church to admit
these books into the canon of scripture. Furthermore,
the Greek edition has larger versions of the books of
Esther and Daniel. While the early Christians
primarily used the Septuagint version of the Hebrew
Scriptures, many Jews did not. Protestants call the
deuterocanonical book apocrypha, which ascribes the
writings to human authorship rather than divine
inspiration.

Canon. The term “canon” means “measuring stick.”
A canon is a measuring stick or ruler used to decide
what does and does not fit. Originally, when applied to
the Bible, the term canon referred to the measuring
stick by which a sacred writing was judged to be
divinely inspired and accepted or not accepted as a
book of the Bible. Today the term canon refers to the
73 books of the Bible, the collection of sacred writings
by which the Church’s faith can be measured.
How was the canon of Scripture decided? In his book,
Introduction to the Bible, Stephen Binz writes: “It was
not at all clear to the people of God which of the many
writings of the Israelite and Christian communities
were to be accepted as the word of God. The books
that eventually became part of the Bible had no
particular glow that set them apart from the rest. Even
the need for a distinctive collection of books was not
at all evident to the Jewish and Christian communities
for a long time.” (p. 68)

Reacting to the increasing numbers of Greek-speaking
Jewish community members who were converting to
Christianity, the Jews, especially under the guidance
of rabbis who had survived the destruction of
Jerusalem in 70 A.D., began to teach that only the
Hebrew language could be the language of the
inspired Word of God, differentiating themselves from
the Christians. As a result, from the second and third
centuries A.D., only the Hebrew version of the Old
Testament was held to be canonical by the vast
majority of Jews.

The canonical status of the books of the Old
Testament was not decided by the Jews until the end
of the first century AD. The Jewish canon did not
contain the seven books that Catholics have in their
Old Testament canon. In 393AD at the Council of
Hippo, church leadership decided which sacred
writings in circulation at the time should be admitted
into the canon of the New Testament.

Many centuries later when Protestant Reformation
leader Martin Luther translated the Bible, he used the
Hebrew canon of the Old Testament which did not
contain the seven above-mentioned books. The
Catholic Church continued to retain the Septuagint
version of the Old Testament, believing all forty-six
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books to be divinely inspired. The seven books are
recognized as good books. The primary distinction in
modern times is that they are used liturgically in the
Roman Catholic Church but not by the Jews and
Protestants.

But there are many other sayings and passages in the
Bible that are not so easy to understand. For example,
when Jesus says in Luke’s Sermon on the Plain
(6:20-21): “Blessed are you who are poor, hungry and
weeping,” is Jesus saying that poverty, hunger and
grieving are blessings that we should be happy about?
Or when we read the book of Jonah, are we meant to
believe that Jonah spent three days in the belly of a
whale? In Samuel 15:2-4, God commands King Saul to
wipe out a whole village, sparing no one. How are we
to understand and interpret this act of heavenly terrorism? The above examples should make it very clear
that we need help when it comes to biblical
interpretation and that not all passages can be read
literally.

The Vulgate Bible. In the fourth century, St. Jerome
translated the Greek Bible into Latin for the “common
people” of the Roman Empire who could only speak
and read Latin. The Latin word “vulgus” means
common people.
Pause: What strikes you most about what we have just
read?

Historical-critical approach to the Bible. When it
comes to the study of the Bible, our goal is twofold: to
search out what a biblical text meant for its original
author and audience, and what it means for us readers
today. Because of the great advances in biblical
scholarship in the past hundred years or so, students of
the Bible today are much better equipped to get at the
meaning and message of particular texts than students
in previous generations.

The Catholic Approach to Biblical Interpretation
The interpreter must investigate what meaning
the sacred writer intended to express and
actually expressed in particular circumstances
as he used contemporary literary forms in
accordance with the situation of his own time
and culture. (Dei Verbum 12)
The Bible is God’s word and man’s word. One
must understand man’s word in order to
understand the word of God. (Introduction to the

When it comes to Bible study today, students in all
mainline Christian churches use what is called the
historical-critical method. The method is called
historical because it focuses on the original historical
settings of biblical texts and the historical processes
that gave rise to them. It is called critical because it
applies reason to the texts and uses every means
available to better understand what the original author
intended to communicate. In short, the historicalcritical approach to biblical interpretations seeks to get
at what a particular text was saying to its original
audience and to make clear its significance then and
now.

New American Bible, p. 22)

Studying the Bible is not easy because it involves
reading a book written over many centuries by people
living in a variety of cultures, using many different
literary forms. We can get a small inkling of what it is
like to read and understand an ancient piece of
literature by imagining what it would be like for an
ancient Israelite or an early Christian to read some of
our literature or announcements. Take a contemporary
news article that begins, “The White House announced
today…” An ancient reader would need to understand
the meaning of “White House” in contemporary
America. We might also consider how the
announcement might be looked upon and interpreted if
it came from the Reagan White House or the Obama
White House.

Distinguishing the intended meaning from the
apparent meaning. The apparent meaning of Genesis
chapter one is that God created the world in six days.
The intended meaning, among other things, was that
God and God alone created the world and that he
created it good. The apparent meaning of Luke’s
Sermon on the Plain is that God is happy when people
are poor, hungry and sad. The intended meaning is
that God is happy when humans place their trust in
him especially when they are poor, hungry and sad.
The historical-critical approach to Scripture helps us
to distinguish the apparent meaning of a text from its
intended meaning.

The Word of God written in the words of humans.
Many stories and teachings of the Bible are easy to
understand even if they are not easy to live. For
example, when Jesus says we should forgive, be
loving, and share our possessions with the poor, we
know what he is asking of us. Also, we can read many
of the psalms and be comforted by them.
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on its individual books. As we study the Bible, we will
discover that the Church very rarely states that “this is
the only meaning of a particular text.” What it may
sometimes state is that a particular interpretation is
misguided or incorrect.

Scholars using the historical-critical approach to
Scripture do not try to impose a twenty-first century
western mentality on a piece of literature written in a
very different time and place.
Biblical fundamentalism and its dangers. Biblical
fundamentalists believe like us that the Bible is the
inspired Word of God. What they tend to forget or
ignore is that the inspired Word of God also has
human authors who expressed themselves in a variety
of ways to communicate their message.
Fundamentalists tend to believe that the meaning of a
particular biblical text is self-evident. They will often
confuse the apparent meaning of a text with its
intended meaning. As mentioned earlier, one of the
apparent meanings of Genesis is that God actually
created the world in six days. But as we shall see in
the next article, the intended meaning of the author
was something very different.

Inner Unity of the Bible
Even
though
the
Bible
has
a
rich
diversity―comprising 73 books written over a period
of a thousand years, with many different writing styles
and in three languages―it also contains a deep inner
unity.
• God is the author of both the Old and New
Testaments.
• Covenant love. The word testament means
covenant. Both the Old and New Testaments are a
testament to God’s covenant love for Israel and the
Church.

Biblical literalists place such emphasis on the divinely
inspired dimension of the Bible that they tend to deny
or ignore the human dimension―the historical context
and the literary forms used to convey religious truth.
The Catholic approach to the Bible seeks to hold
together and respect both the transcendent or the
divine character of the Bible and its human
formulations. It seeks to interpret a text in a way that
is faithful to both its human and divine authorship.

• A book with Christ at its center. Since the earliest
days of the Church, Christians have read the Old
Testament from the perspective of Christ. He is the
one who fulfills the expectations and promises of the
first covenant.
Jesus taught his disciples to see salvation history as
pointing to him. When he joined two disciples on the
road to Emmaus, he demonstrated his way of understanding the Old Testament or Hebrew scriptures:
“Then beginning with Moses and all the prophets, he
interpreted to them the things about himself in all
scriptures” (Lk 24:27). In the fifth century, St.
Augustine expressed the deep relationship between the
two parts of Scripture when he wrote: “The New
Testament lies hidden in the Old, and the Old
Testament is unveiled in the New.”

Pause: Can you see why it would be easy to confuse
the apparent meaning of a text with its intended
meaning?

Does all of the above mean that one needs to be a
Scripture scholar to read Scripture? Of course not.
Just as one does not need to be an expert in musical
composition to appreciate music, one does not need to
be an expert in Scripture to appreciate and benefit
from reading God’s Word. Yet, just as courses in
musical composition will enhance our appreciation of
music, so will Bible study enhance our understanding
and appreciation of God’s Word. It will also save us
from misinterpreting it and imposing a twenty-first
century western mentality on texts written in another
time and place.

• Typology. Typology is another way of looking at
how the Old and New Testaments are connected.
Hence, we would say the waters of the Great Flood are
a type of the waters of Baptism. Since the early
centuries of Christianity, early Church Fathers and
biblical scholars have pointed out how many events in
the Old Testament foreshadow or point to events in
the New Testament. For example, the manna in the
desert foreshadows the Eucharist. Isaac carrying the
wood up the hill foreshadows Christ carrying the
wood of the cross. When an occurrence in history
points to a parallel occurrence in the future, we call
the earlier event a type of the later event.

Reading the Bible within the Church. The Church is
the mother of the Bible, especially the New
Testament. For 2,000 years she has been meditating
and studying the scriptures. Therefore, we do well to
study the Bible with the guidance of the Church and
its scholars. We are blessed today to have many easyto- read introductions to the Bible and commentaries
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desert for forty years before they enter the Promised
Land.

Summary of Salvation History
The Bible tells the story of how God entered history to
save humanity from sin and destruction, and to invite
us to a new and eternal life in Christ. When we study
history from God’s perspective, it is called salvation
history―the history or story of God’s saving love.
Before we proceed to the individual books of the
Bible, we will look at the big picture or an overview of
salvation history, sometimes called “Salvation History
Timeline.” Following the Breakthrough Bible for
Young Catholics, we will divide our salvation story
into eight blocks of time. The dates given, especially
in the first blocks of the story, are of course very
approximate.

Block #4: Conquest of the Promised Land, Era of the
Judges―1250BC to 1050BC (Bible Books, Joshua and
Judges). Moses dies before the Israelites enter the
Promised Land. God calls a new leader, Joshua, to
lead the people into the land, much of which is
inhabited by other people. The Israelites must fight to
gain control of the land. When they trust God, they are
successful in their battles; when they do not trust God,
they fail. Eventually they gain control of the land, and
each of the twelve tribes is given its own section of the
land.
New invaders, the Philistines, try to capture the land.
At this time, the Israelites have no king because God
is their ruler. But God calls special prophets and
warriors, called Judges, to help deliver justice and
defend the land against the Philistine invasion.

Block #1: Primeval History―Beginning of Time to
2000BC (Genesis chapters 1-11). The first eleven
chapters of Genesis tell us about the creation of the
world, the fall of the first man and woman, and the
spread of sin. The first eleven chapters of the Bible are
often referred to as “primeval” history because they
deal with events that occurred before recorded history.

Block #5: The Monarchy, Kingdoms of Judah and
Israel―1050BC to 587BC (Bible Books, 1 & 2Samuel,
1 & 2Kings). At the end of the period of the Judges, the
Israelites want their own king. God reluctantly
answers their plea. He has Samuel―the last of the
Judges―anoint Saul as the first king of Israel. David
follows Saul as the next king. David is a mighty
warrior and unites all the twelve Tribes into one
kingdom. David’s son, Solomon, builds a Temple at
Jerusalem, the capital city.

Block #2: The Patriarchs―2000BC to 1700BC
(Genesis chapters 12-50). In this period of salvation
history, God comes into the life of a nomad called
Abraham and enters into a covenant relationship with
him. God promises Abraham that his and his wife’s
descendants will be as numerous as the stars of the sky
and will inherit a land of their own―the Promised
Land. The rest of Genesis tells the story of Abraham
and Sarah’s son, Isaac, their grandsons, Jacob and
Esau, and great-grandsons, Joseph and his brothers.
Jacob’s twelve sons become the Founding Fathers of
the Twelve Tribes of Israel. The term Patriarchs omits
the role of these men’s wives in salvation history,
without whom God’s story would not have moved
forward. The names of the matriarchs are Sarah,
Rebecca, Rachel and Leah.

After Solomon’s death, there is disagreement between
the tribes, and the kingdom splits in two. Israel is the
name of the northern kingdom and Judah the southern
kingdom. Many of the kings of Israel and Judah
worship foreign gods and allow injustice in the
kingdom. So God raises up prophets (e.g. Amos,
Hosea and Isaiah) to call the people to obey their
Covenant with God.
Block #6: Exile and Return―587BC to 1AD (Bible
Books, Ezra, Nehemiah and 1 Maccabees). Despite the

Block #3: Egypt and the Exodus―1400BC to
1250BC (Bible Book, Exodus). At the beginning of the
book of Exodus, we discover that the descendants of
Jacob’s children―now called Israelites―are in
slavery in Egypt. God hears their cries for freedom
and calls Moses to lead the people out of Egypt.

prophets’ warnings, the people of Israel and Judah
continue to turn away from God’s covenant with them.
So God let their kingdoms be conquered. Israel is
conquered by the Assyrians in 721BC. Judah is
conquered by the Babylonians in 587BC. Many of the
people are taken into captivity, so this period is called
the Exile. Prophets like Ezekiel comfort the Israelites
with the promise that God is still with them. Seventy
years pass in exile. Then King Cyrus allows the people
―now called Judeans or Jews―to return to rebuild
Jerusalem and the Temple. The people see God’s hand
at work.

On their way to the Promised Land, the people stop at
Mount Sinai where God extends the covenant he made
with Abraham to all the Israelites. Then he gives
Moses the Ten Commandments which spell out how
the people are to relate to God and each other. During
their journey through the desert, the people complain
and lose faith in God. As a result, they wander in the
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good introductions to each book of the Bible and some
footnotes.

When Alexander the Great comes along, the Greeks
rule Israel. About 150BC the Maccabees, a Jewish
family, leads a successful revolt against the Greeks to
restore Jewish independence. During this troubled
time, the people are hoping for a messiah, or savior, to
make them great again.

The New Jerusalem Bible is very popular today
amongst students of the Bible. It has good
introductions to each book of the Bible and much
more extensive footnotes than the New American
Bible. Many of the biblical books, laid out in poetic
style, makes for easy reading and therefore allows for
personal side notes.

Block #7: Life, Death and Resurrection of Jesus―
1AD to 33AD (Bible Book, Luke). God never abandons
his Chosen People even though they often do not keep
their part of the covenant. In the fullness of time, God
sends his only Son, Jesus, into the world. When Jesus
is born, the Romans rule Israel. Some of the Jews are
hoping for a mighty warrior-king like David who will
drive the Romans out. Instead, Jesus shows a different
way. He preaches love, justice, and forgiveness. He
heals and works miracles as signs of God’s power.

Resource: See homepage of Ascension website at
www.ascensioncatholic.net then click on Books of the
Bible Commentaries.
RESOURCES

Jesus’ followers, called disciples, come to see that he
is the Messiah, the Savior. Jesus shows that salvation
comes through faith and a change of heart, not through
violence and political power. When Jesus is killed by
the Romans―with the approval of the Jewish
leaders―his followers think that all is lost. Instead,
after three days, God raises Jesus from the dead!
Block #8: Early Christian Church―33AD to 100AD
(Bible Book, Acts of the Apostles). After his
Resurrection, Jesus instructs his closest followers, the
Apostles, to go and spread the Good News of salvation
to all people. After Jesus ascends to heaven, Peter and
the other Apostles receive the Holy Spirit who gives
them the courage to tell others about Jesus Christ.
They start by first preaching to other Jews. Sometimes
they are persecuted by Jewish leaders who do not
believe in Jesus.
One of those persecutors―whose name is Paul― has
a vision of Jesus and becomes a Christian. God reveals
to Paul that Christ has come for all people. Paul begins
preaching to non-Jews, who are called Gentiles.
Wherever he travels, he starts new Christian communities and is helped by many other believers,
women and men. Soon Christianity spreads through
the whole Roman Empire―even to Rome. (For
overview of the Bible Story, I relied heavily on the
Salvation History Timeline given in Break-Through,
The Bible for Young Catholics (p. XI-XV).

•

Introduction to the Bible – Stephen Binz.
This book is excellent to all seeking more
reading on how the Bible came to be.

•

Inside the Bible – Kenneth Baker, S.J. This
very readable book cover’s each of the 73
books of the Bible under the following
headings: Historical context, summary of the
story, theology or message and division of
chapters.

•

The Catholic Bible-Personal Study Edition.
In addition to several scholarly articles on the
Bible, this book covers each book of the Bible
under the following headings: why was the
book written, what is the story. The book also
has helpful commentaries on sections of each
book of the Bible. Finally, this book has the
full text of the 73 books of the Bible.

Commentaries
The Collegeville Bible Commentary-Old Testament
The Collegeville Bible Commentary-New Testament
These two volumes have a Catholic commentary on
each chapter of each book of the Bible.
The Daily Bible Study Series – this is a 40+ volume
series of Protestant commentaries on the Old and New
Testament. The New Testament commentaries are all
by the late William Barclay.

Which Bible to read. We are blessed today with many
wonderful translations of the Bible. The following two
are especially worth looking into:
The New American Bible Revised Edition (2011) is the
translation used in our Sunday readings at Mass. It has
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